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Abstract

New R computer routines that support rigorous statistical validation of psychological tests have 
recently appeared. We illustrate how Rasch item fit can be evaluated visually and propose an 
extension of existing implementations in R. We illustrate the utility using two short psychological 
tests.
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Introduction

Since the emergence of the Rasch (1960, 1980) model in 1960 many approaches for
evaluating its empirical validity have been proposed. Numerous journal articles on
testing the Rasch model have been published. A summary of the literature before 1995
is contained in two book chapters by Glas and Verhelst (1995a,b) and some updated
model tests are described in more recent book chapters (Horton et al., 2013; Kreiner
and Christensen, 2013b,a; Christensen and Kreiner, 2013). Examples of tutorials and
reviews include Pallant and Tennant (2007); Tennant and Conaghan (2007); Hagquist
et al. (2009); Aryadoust et al. (2021). Examples of recent literature include Komboz
et al. (2018); Courtney et al. (2021); Debelak et al. (2022); Alexandrowicz (2022).

Rasch himself did not discuss the calculation and evaluation of item fit statistics, but
stressed the use of graphical evaluations of model fit. The purpose of this article is to
illustrate advantages of using graphical model checks for the Rasch model. The focus is
on implementations in R (R Core Team, 2013).

Many statistical tests have been proposed for evaluating the fit of an empirical data set to
the Rasch model (Glas and Verhelst, 1995a,b; Christensen and Kreiner, 2013). Some of
these fit statistics have unknown asymptotic distributions (Müller, 2020b) and this of
course complicates their use. However, even for item fit statistics with known asymptotic
distributions or non-parametric item fit statistics evaluated using Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods it is perhaps not optimal that evaluation of item fit relies on
p-values (Wasserstein and Lazar, 2016; Betensky, 2019).

The R package eRm (Mair and Hatzinger, 2007) includes Rasch models, linear logistic
test models, (linear) rating scale models and (linear) partial credit models in a conditional
maximum likelihood (CML) implementation which relates directly to Rasch’s original
concept of specific objectivity. The introduction of open source tools for Rasch analysis
is a great step forward, but many applied researchers and test developers prefer the
existing stand-alone programs that they are used to working with. One reason for this is
the graphical capabilities of these proprietary computer programs.

The R package eRm provides a single plot that can be used to inspect item fit. It is
implemented for dichotomous items only. Our aim is to present a plot that can be used to
inspect item fit for the dichotomous Rasch model, the rating scale model and the partial
credit model. This is done using conditional item characteristic curves (ICC).
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Conditional ICC

Visualization of Rasch item fit is often done using the ICC that shows the mean item
score as a function of the underlying latent variable. The curve cannot be directly used to
evaluate item fit because this latent variable is unobserved. A Conditional ICC (CICC) is
a curve describing the expected item mean as a function of the total score. It is possible
to make an empirical CICC based on the observed data as both the empirical expected
item score and the total scores can be calculated from the data. This empirical curve can
then be compared to the model-based CICC to visualize item fit.

Notation Let, for person v, xvi ∈ {0,1, . . . ,mi} denote the observed response to item i
and Rv = ∑

k
i=1 Xvi denote the total score over all k items. Under the polytomous Rasch

model

P(Xvi = x|θv = θ) =
exp(xθ +βix)

∑
mi
l=1 exp(lθ +βil)

, (1)

the distribution of the total score is

P(Rv = r|θv = θ) =
exp(rθ)γr(βββ )

∏
k
i=1 ∑

mi
l=1 exp(lθ +βil)

, (2)

where βββ is the vector of all item (easiness) parameters and

γr(βββ ) = ∑
(xi)

exp

(
k

∑
i=1

βixi

)
(3)

are so-called γ-functions (Andersen, 1995, formula 15.20). For dichotomous items these
are known as elementary symmetric functions. In (3) the summation is over the set
{(xi) : ∑

k
i=1 xi = r} of all response vectors with total score r and the γ-functions can be

calculated using the recursive formula

γr(βββ ) = γ
(i)
r (βββ )+

mi

∑
x=1

exp(βix)γ
(i)
r−x, (4)

where γ
(i)
r−x is the γ-function (3) evaluated without item i. This means that the conditional

probabilities of item scores given total scores can be written

P(Xvi = x|Rv = r) =
exp(βix)γ

(i)
r−x(βββ )

γr(βββ )
. (5)
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Note that (5) is independent of the value of θv due to the sufficiency of the total score
in the Rasch model. Based on (5) it is straight-forward to calculate the conditional
expectation of item scores given total scores

Eri = E(Xrv|Rv = r) =
mi

∑
x=0

x
exp(βix)γ

(i)
r−x(βββ )

γr(βββ )
(6)

(Andersen, 1995, formula 15.22).

Grouping the total score For person v, we use Sv to denote her raw score. This
leads to the definition of score groups as formalized below. Let m. = ∑

k
i=1 mi denote

the maximum value of the total score and consider a disjoint union of the set of total
scores

{0,1, . . . ,m.}= I1 ∪ . . . IG,

where the sets Ig = {Lg, . . . ,Ug}, for g = 1, . . . ,G, defined using the convention Lg+1 =
Ug +1. Use these to define the ordinal categorical variable

Sv =


1 if Rv ∈ I1
...
G if Rv ∈ IG.

Note that this definition contains as a special case a singleton Ig defined using Lg =Ug.

The Conditional item characteristic curve (CICC) The CICC describes the expected
item scores as a function of the total score. It is a plot of the function r 7→ Eri. It can be
used to inspect item fit visually when plotted together with empirical item means. These
can be plotted for each value of the total score or for each value of the grouped total
score.

Empirical item means and confidence intervals The empirical expected item score
can be calculated from data. Let, for r = 0, . . . ,m., nr denote the number of respondents
with Rv = r and let, for g = 1, . . . ,G, mg denote the number of respondents with Sv = g.
The average item scores at score group level g is

Agi =
1

mg
∑

v:Sv=g
xvi, (7)
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and the variance is
Vgi =

1
ng −1 ∑

v:Sv=g
(xvi −Agi)

2. (8)

Finally, confidence intervals computed at the 95% confidence level are

CIgi = Agi ±1.96
Vgi√mg

. (9)

Note that the formulas (7), (8), and (9), also, as a special case, describe averages and
their confidence intervals for single score values.

Plotting the CICC The total score r is on the horizontal axis and the conditional
expected item score Eri on the vertical axis. The expected item score will always be 0
when the total score is 0 and mi when the total score is m. = ∑

k
i=1 Mi. Between these

two endpoints the curve will be monotone increasing. Let r̄g = 1
mg

∑r∈Ig nrr denote
weighted averages. Observed average item scores are plotted as (r̄g,Agi) with error bars
representing confidence intervals. This yields a visual illustration of item fit. Examples
of CICCs can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2, which are based on two examples, which
are presented in the following sections. When grouped total scores are used, the intervals
I1, . . . , IG are illustrated on the plot as shaded areas.

Motivating example 1: The abbreviated mental test score

The abbreviated mental test score (AMTS; Hodkinson, 1972) is a test for rapidly assess-
ing elderly patients for the possibility of dementia. It was first used in 1972, and is now
sometimes also used to assess for mental confusion and other cognitive impairments. It
consists of ten items and is scored by awarding one point for each correct answer. Scores
of six or less suggests mental impairment in patients. The data set is included in the
iarm package:� �
library(iarm)� �
Initial item analysis is done using conditional item parameter estimation as implemented
in the eRm package:� �
it.AMTS <- amts [ ,4:13]
it.AMTS <- na.omit(it.AMTS)
mod.AMTS <- RM(it.AMTS , sum0 = FALSE)� �
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Item fit statistics are computed based on comparison of observed and expected item-
restscore correlation (Christensen and Kreiner, 2013, section 5.4). When item fit is
tested for ten items there is an elevated risk of type I errors due to multiple testing. For
this reason the Benjamini-Hochberg correction is used to control the false discovery
rate (FDR) associated with the multiple tests. The R code for calculating the item fit
statistics can be seen in appendix A. The item fit statistics use a recent R package, iarm,
computing item fit statistics with known asymptotic distributions (Müller, 2020a).

Item Wording Obs. Exp. P*
age What is your age? 0.8376 0.7511 0.1295
time What is the time to the nearest hour? 0.7087 0.7366 0.7470
address Give the patient an address, and ask him 0.6157 0.6874 0.5212

or her to repeat it at the end of the test.
name What is the name of the office or doctor 0.7973 0.7511 0.5455

you are seeing today?
year What is the current year? 0.8189 0.7350 0.1295
dob What is your date of birth? 0.7884 0.7812 0.9115
month Name the actual month. 0.8842 0.7303 0.0004
firstww In what year did World War 2 end? 0.6170 0.7409 0.2235
monarch Name the current President/Prime Minister. 0.7736 0.7342 0.5455
countbac Count backwards from 20 down to 1 0.5869 0.7303 0.1295

Table 1: Item wording and evaluation of item fit for the abbreviated mental test score
(AMTS) items. *: corrected p-values using the Benjamini-Hochberg

correction.

The results are shown in Table 1 and indicate, based on the small adjusted p-value,
problematic fit of the item “month” (item 7). Visualization of the item fit can be done
using the plotting function CICCplot that is part of the RASCHplot R-package. This
package can be downloaded to your computer using the following R code:� �
install.packages (" devtools ")
devtools :: install_github (" ERRTG/RASCHplot ")
library(RASCHplot)� �
and the plot can be generated using the eRm object mod.AMTS with the following code� �
CICCplot(model = mod.AMTS ,

which.item = 7,
lower.groups = c(0,3,6,8,9))� �
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The plot generated by the code above is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The conditional ICC plot for item 7 (’month’) of the Abbreviated Mental Test
Score (AMTS).

From the figure it is seen that the misfit seems to be due to over discrimination. The
R code above illustrates the basic use of CICCplot, where only one argument, model,
needs to be specified to construct a figure. This model argument should be an object of
class Rm or eRm returned from one of the estimation functions, RM, RSM, or PCM, in the
eRm package. Such an object contains all the relevant information of the fitted model
for further use. Additional optional arguments include which.item which is either an
integer or a vector stating the item(s), for which a CICC plot should be constructed
or the character string all for constructing CICC plots for all items in the data. The
name of the variable containing the item responses can also be used. Item one (the first
column in the input matrix of items) is the default. The vertical axis ranges from zero
to m. = ∑

k
i=1 mi = 10; lower.groups is a vector used for grouping the set of possible

total scores into intervals, for which empirical expected item-scores are calculated and
added to the plot. The vector contains the lower points of the intervals, into which the
set of possible total scores should be divided. If zero is not included in the vector, it
will be added automatically. In the code shown above lower.groups is defined as
the vector c(0,3,6,8,9) and this means that the score groups are {0,1,2}, {3,4,5},
{6,7}, {8}, and {9,10}. These are visualized as shaded areas in Figure 1. The default
is lower.groups = "all" which results in empirical expected item-scores for every
possible total score in the figure. No method for automatically choosing intervals is
implemented. When multiple items are provided for which.item, the intervals pro-
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vided for lower.groups are used for all items. If different intervals are preferred, the
CICCplot function should be run separately for each item; error.bar is an indicator
describing whether or not error bars on the empirical CICC should be added to the figure.
The default value is TRUE; grid.items is a logical argument. If grid.items = TRUE,
the items selected by which.item will be arranged in grids with at most four plots
per grid. The default value is FALSE. For a description of the additional settings which
are possible to adjust in the figures i.e. plot-title and axis-labels, please see the help
page for the function by typing ?CICCplot in R. Finally, we note that the CICCplot
function creates a ggplot graphic. This means that additional layers can be added when
CICCplot is followed by ’+’ and functions from the ggplot2 package. This is, however,
not possible when grid.items = TRUE.

Motivating example 2: The hospital anxiety and depression scale

The hospital anxiety and depression scale (HADS; Zigmond and Snaith, 1983) aims
to measure symptoms of anxiety and depression. It was designed as a brief instrument
used to assess symptoms of anxiety and depression and contains 14 items often scored
as two seven-item subscales: “depression” (even numbered items) and “anxiety” (odd
numbered items). In what follows we use data reported by Pallant and Tennant (2007).
The R code below reads the data and fits the polytomous Rasch model� �
HADS <- "https :// raw.githubusercontent.com/ERRTG/ERRTG.github

.io/master/HADS.csv"
it.HADS <- read.csv(HADS)
it.HADS.A <- it.HADS[,c(1,3,5,7,9,11,13)]
mod.HADS <- PCM(it.HADS.A, sum0 = FALSE)� �
Again, the item fit statistics based on comparison of observed and expected item-restscore
correlation are reported (along with the false discovery rate). Details about computation
of these are reported in Appendix A.

The results are reported in Table 2 and show evidence of misfit for the items AHADS7 and
AHADS13 based on the small adjusted p-values for the two items.

Visualization of item fit for these two items can be done using this R code:� �
CICCplot(mod.HADS ,

which.item = c(4,7),
lower.groups = c(0,3,6,9,13,18),
grid.items = TRUE)� �
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Item Wording Obs. Exp. P*
AHADS1 I feel tense or “wound up” 0.6422 0.5999 0.3357
AHADS3 I get a sort of frightened feeling as 0.6191 0.6072 0.7440

if something awful is about to happen
AHADS5 Worrying thoughts go through my mind 0.6792 0.5983 0.0406
AHADS7 I can sit at ease and feel relaxed 0.4054 0.5747 0.0085
AHADS9 I get a sort of frightened feeling 0.6617 0.5787 0.0406

like “butterflies” in the stomach
AHADS11 I feel restless as I have to be on the move 0.4987 0.5953 0.0406
AHADS13 I get sudden feelings of panic 0.6998 0.5901 0.0085

Table 2: Item wording and evaluation of item fit for the hospital anxiety and depression
scale (HADS) items. *: corrected p-values using the Benjamini-Hochberg

correction

Here a model object is passed from the PCM()-function in the eRm-package and the
ggarrange() function from the ggpubr package is used to arrange the two ggplots.
The code generates the plot shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The conditional ICC plot for items 7 and 13 of the Hospital Anxiety and
Depression Scale (HADS).
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Again, lower.groups define the score groups that are shown as shaded areas in both
plots. The figure shows no clear trend of misfit for the item AHADS13, except for a single
score group where the empirical item mean differs significantly from model expectations.
For the item AHADS7 five of the six score groups follow a pattern of under-discrimination,
where observed items scores are too high for low score values and too low for high
score values. This matches the statistically significant difference between item-restscore
correlations reported in Table 2.

Discussion

The eRm package is the most widely used implementation of Rasch models in R and
it has been extended in several ways. Recently Alexandrowicz (2022) proposed an
extension of the plotGOF() function and, in a similar vein, here we have extended the
graphical capabilities of eRm as regards item fit evaluation. The eRm package provides
the function plotICC that plots the item characteristic curves. Using the argument
empICC an empirical ICC can be plotted. This plot is implemented for dichotomous
Rasch models and plots the emprical item mean in each score group at the single location
of the latent variable associated with the score value. The argument empCI can be used
to add confidence intervals to the plot. The R function CICCplot described here extends
this plot in two ways: (i) by providing a plot for polytomous items, and (ii) by making it
possible to imposed a grouping on the total score in the plot. This is helpful in choosing
the plot that best communicates the level of fit or misfit.

For dichotomous items the plot generated using CICCplot when no grouping is imposed
is very similar, but not identical, to the plot included in eRm. These plots will show the
same trend, but one shows the expected item score as a function of the latent variable
and the other as as function of the total score. Hence, the specific shape of the curve can
differ, but the relation between the empirical and model based curves will be the same.
Another difference between the two plots is that the plot proposed here does not present
empirical confidence intervals for score groups where all observed responses are zero.

Calculations of the expected conditional item scores in CICCplot are based on the
estimated parameters calculated by the eRm package. The eRm package is able to
handle incomplete data when estimating dichotomous and polytomous Rasch models
using RM(), RSM(), or PCM(), and therefore it is also possible to draw Conditional
ICCs for models fitted to incomplete data. The empirical conditional item scores
and corresponding confidence intervals are computed based on complete cases. The
generalization to an R function that can handle incomplete responses is an important
topic for future research.
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The conditional ICC is implemented using the recursive formula (4) for the γ polynomials
and therefore, the output is somewhat computationally expensive. In order to speed up the
process we have used the function operator memoise() from the memoise package. It
memoises a function, meaning that the function will remember previous inputs and return
cached results. The γ-function always returns the same output if the same arguments
are passed. In other words, it is a pure function, that is, it does not depend on any data
change during a call, it only depends on its input arguments. Therefore, memoising the
γ-function should not cause a problem. It should be noted that memoisation is a tradeoff
of memory versus speed: a memoised function run faster, but because it stores all of the
previous inputs and outputs, it uses more memory.

The use of ggplot requires specific technical knowledge, which is a potential weakness
of this implementation.

We stress that the visualization is intended to go hand in hand with robust statistical
indices of item fit and note that the choice of intervals when grouping the total score is
important. We recommend that groups be chosen to have a size where the error bars are
not too wide or too narrow to convey information about item fit. The visualizations are
useful as a visual supplement to robust statistical tests of items in order to understand
the nature and magnitude of the misfit. Thus, for the single misfitting AMTS item
identified by the item fit statistics in Table 1 the misfit was seen to be substantial in
the plot in Figure 1. Similarly, for one of the misfitting items (AHADS7) in Table 2
a tendency towards under-discrimination was seen. However, for the other misfitting
HADS item (AHADS13) the source of misfit was a single score group. This illustrates
how visualization helps understand evidence from Rasch analysis beyond interpretation
of significance.

Appendix A

R code for calculating the item fit statistics If the necessary R packages are not
downloaded to your computer use this R code:� �
install.packages(c("eRm", "iarm", "ggpubr "))� �
The evaluation of item fit in the AMTS can then be done using this R code:� �
library(eRm)
library(iarm)� �
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� �
it.AMTS <- amts [ ,4:13]
mod.AMTS <- RM(it.AMTS , sum0 = FALSE)
item_restscore(mod.AMTS)� �
For the HADS data evaluation of item fit can then be done using this R code:� �
item_restscore(mod.HADS)� �
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